
 

  

Year 2 Curriculum News Letter 

Spring Term 1 
 

Are all explorers brave? 

Year 2 so far… 
We have thoroughly enjoyed both our 

topics that we have studied this academic 

year. All of the year two team have been 

really impressed by the perseverance, 

resilience and determination to succeed 

demonstrated by the entire class. We are 

very proud of them.  
 

What’s next… 

Our next topic is all about exploration. We 

will be looking at the journeys undertaken 

by significant explorers and their 

historical legacy. We will learn about 

Christopher Columbus, Sir Edmund Hillary, 

Neil Armstrong and Helen Sharman 

amongst others. We will also find out 

more about our Stem Ambassador Maggie 

Aderin-Pocock. 

 

Key information: 
On Tuesday 7th January, we are going to begin our new 

topic, looking at different explorers. To kick off our 

topic, we are inviting your child to bring in three items 

that they would take on a voyage of discovery.  

PE will continue to take place on Wednesdays and Fridays. 

Please ensure PE kits are in school including joggers. 

Forest school will resume for group one this week. On 

Wednesday 12th February, we will have an Explorer day, 

where children are invited to dress up as any type of 

explorer. This will be our Fab Finish and there will be NO 

FOREST SCHOOL on this day. More information to follow 

shortly. 

 As writers we will: 
Immerse ourselves in the story of Man on the Moon (A day in the life of Bob) by 

Simon Bartram. We will write diary entries, postcards and descriptive writing in 

response to the text. 

 

Handwriting: 

At St James we follow the PENPALS for handwriting scheme and the children will 

continue to work on this scheme throughout the year. We will continue to practise 

the correct letter formation and ensure that the children have correctly sized 

spacing between words. During this term we will learn some new joins in addition to 

the joins which we learned last term - ch th ir er ai ay wh oh ow ou ie ue  ve ee le ea 

igh . Please encourage your child to practise these joins in any writing that they do 

at home.  

                                   

As readers we will: 
Read First to the Top and One Giant Leap. 

 

We will look at the journeys these explorers went on and we 

will consider the choices that the author has made in order to 

tell these real-life stories. 

 

We will also look at some other books about explorers.  

                                                                 

As Mathematicians we will:  
Learn about telling the time: 

O’clock and half past  

Quarter past and quarter to  

Telling time to 5 minutes  

Hours and days 

Find durations of time  

Compare durations of time 

 

Learn about money:      

Count money 

Select money 

Make the same amount 

Compare money 

Find the total 

Find the difference 

Find change    

Solve two step problems  

 

 

 



                                                                                                                            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

As scientists and designers we will: 
-Ask simple scientific questions. 

-Use simple equipment to make observations. 

-Carry out simple tests. 

-Identify and classify things. 

-Suggest what I have found out. 

-Use simple data to answer questions. 
 

 

As geographers we will: 
-Name the continents of the world and locate them on a map. 

-Name the world oceans and locate them on a map. 

-Name the capital cities of England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland. 

-Follow a historical journey on a map. 

 As sports people we will:  

Improve our ball skills in hockey. 

 

Work on improving our own personal targets during circuits. 

 

Follow the rules and work on my own, with a partner and as a team.    

PE lesson will be on Wednesday and Friday. 

            
In religious education we will: 
Investigate the question:  

How important is it for Jewish people to do what God asks them to 

do?  

Religion: Judaism 

 

KEY DATES: 
Tuesday 7th January – Term starts. Bring in 3 objects you would take on a voyage 

of discovery (e.g. torch, compass, water, backpack). 

 

Wednesday 12th February – Explorer Immersion day. Children to dress up as any 

type of explorer. 

 

Friday 14th February – School finishes at the end of the day. 

 

 

 

 

PSHE 
This term we will be learning about ‘Dreams and Goals, following 

Jigsaw PSHE. 

As computer users we will: 
-Use Scratch software. 

- predict what the outcome of a simple program will be (logical reasoning). 

As historians we will: 

- Learn about the achievements of explorers from the 

past and how these people changed the world. 

-Use words and phrases like: before, after, past, present, then and now. 

-Give examples of things that were different at the times these 

explorers were working. 

-Recount the life of someone famous from Britain who lived in the past. 

 


